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Press Release 

 
Sony Introduces New Compact Professional HDV Camcorder with 

“G Lens” and HYBRID Recording System  
HVR-Z5P offers 1080/25p HDV native progressive recording mode and maximum flexibility of 

simultaneous HD and SD recording 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                     HVR-Z5P 

 

Hong Kong, December 18, 2008 – Sony Corporation of Hong Kong Limited today announced 
the new compact professional HDV camcorder, the HVR-Z5P, which is designed to enhance 
creativity and deliver the highest standard of optical and audio quality. The camcorder features a 
new high-performance “G Lens” with 20x optical zoom, 3 ClearVid CMOS Sensor™ system, 
native progressive recording capabilities, enhanced sensitivity for low-light conditions and an 
array of features suitable for broadcast applications and production professionals. 
 
Cutting-edge imaging system 
The new camcorder uses Sony’s new 1/3-inch 3 ClearVid CMOS Sensor™ system enhanced by 
the technology of Exmor™. The technology of Exmor™ features a unique column-parallel 
analogue-to-digital conversion technique and dual noise canceling, resulting in high quality 
digital signals with extremely low noise, similar to the imaging technology used in the HVR-Z7 
camcorder. The integration of the two new technologies allows the new camcorder to perform 
significantly better in low-light environments with sensitivity of 1.5 lux.* 
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Sony’s exclusive high-performance “G Lens” 
With the newly designed 29.5mm wide-angle “G Lens”, the HVR-Z5P offers a field of view that 
is ideal for shooting situations from 29.5mm to 590mm, ranging from broad landscape shots to 
conditions where sufficient distance from the subject is difficult to obtain. Moreover, the 20x 
optical zoom also enables shooting over a wide zoom range. 
 
Switchable recording and playback  
Along with the 25p HDV native progressive recording mode, the HVR-Z5P is switchable 
between HDV 1080i, DVCAM and standard DV recording and playback, providing the ultimate 
flexibility to suit the production needs. In addition, the camcorder allows down-convert material 
from HD to SD, and output the video signals through its i.LINK interface and other SD output 
connectors. This feature enables users to edit recorded materials with a compatible non-linear 
editing system using current DV editing software, as well as record SD signals to an external 
VTR.  Users can choose to upgrade the operation compatible to 60Hz (NTSC format) via an 
optional service upgrade. 
 
HYBRID solution for media, format & workflow 
The HVR-Z5P is ready for HYBRID operation with the optional HVR-MRC1K memory 
recording unit. The choice of media (tape or CompactFlash card), format recorded (HD&HD, 
HD&SD, SD&SD) and workflow (direct archive with tape or high speed NLE ingest with 
CompactFlash) can now be realised by using the HYBRID operation with the HVR-MRC1K. 
 
The HVR-MRC1K memory recording unit offers a CompactFlash recording option, not only for 
the new camcorder, but for all existing Sony professional HDV camcorders. This unit captures 
the HDV1080i, DVCAM, or DV stream output from the camcorder and allows users to record 
HDV/DVCAM/DV files to a standard CompactFlash card and a tape simultaneously. The 
recording times on an 8 and 16 GB CompactFlash card in HDV, DVCAM and DV format are 
approximately 36 and 72 minutes, respectively. 

 
The HVR-Z5P has a special shoe connector for direct attachment of the HVR-MRC1K memory 
recording unit without the need for a cable. The unit automatically synchronises with the 
recording action of the camcorder and the shoe connector inputs and outputs an 
HDV/DVCAM/DV stream and supplies power to the unit. For all other existing professional 
HDV and DVCAM users, the HVR-MRC1K provides a mounting bracket to mount the unit on 
the cold shoe of the camcorder.  
 
Operational versatility 
The HVR-Z5P features a 3.2”-type XtraFine LCD with a resolution of 921,000 pixels 
(1920x480), which is four times greater than the LCD of the HVR-Z1P, allowing for easier focus 
adjustment. To allow users to monitor objects with remarkable colour reproduction accuracy and 
high resolution, the camcorder comes with a precise 0.45”-type XtraFine electronic view finder 
in approximately 1.2 mega pixels (852x3(RGB)x480). Users will enjoy maximum flexibility and 
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connectivity with a HDMI connector and two accessory shoe connectors as well as versatile 
audio input selection.  
 
Sony professional HDV camcorder HVR-Z5P is now available at the suggested price of 
HK$43,680. 
 
*at 1/25 shutter, auto iris and auto gain 
 
For customer enquiries, please contact Sony product enquiry hotline at (852)2909-1865. 
 

 

 

About Hong Kong Marketing Company 

Hong Kong Marketing Company (HKMC), a division of Sony Corporation of Hong Kong 
Limited, provides sales, marketing and after sales services for Sony’s consumer electronics 
products as well as broadcast and professional products in Hong Kong and Macau.  For more 
information on Sony’s products and services, please visit Sony’s web site on www.sony.com.hk 
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Specifications for Sony professional HDV camcorder HVR-Z5P: 
 
Model HVR-Z5P 
Camera section  
Lens  Sony G Lens, 20x (optical), f = 4.1 to 82mm, f = 29.5 to 

590mm at 16:9 mode, f = 36.1 to 722mm at 4:3 mode, 
filter diameter: 72mm 

Built-in filter  Clear, 1/4, 
1/16, 

1/64 
Imaging System  1/3 inch-type, progressive 3 ClearVid CMOS Sensor 

system with technology of Exmor™ 
Picture elements  Total: 1.12 mega pixels 

Effective: 1.04 mega pixels 
Focus  Auto, manual (focus ring/ one push auto/ infinity/ AF 

assist/ focus macro) 
White balance  Auto, one-push auto (A/B positions), indoor (3200K), 

outdoor (selectable level -7 to +7, approx. 500K/step), 
manual WB Temp (selectable 2300K to 15000K, 
100K/step) 

Manual shutter speed 
Auto  1/50 – 1/2000 
Manual 1/4 – 1/10000 

Gain  -6, -3, 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 dB 
Minimum illumination 1.5 lux (auto gain, auto iris, 1/25 shutter) 
VTR section 
Recording format  HDV1080/50i/25p, DVCAM, DV SP 576/50i (PAL) 
Play out/Down conversion format HDV1080/50i/25p, DVCAM, DV SP 576/50i (PAL) 
Playback/Recording 
time 

HDV/DV SP Max. 63 min with PHDVM-63DM cassette 
DVCAM Max. 41 min with PHDVM-63DM cassette 

Input/Output connectors 
Audio/Video output  10-pin connector A/V OUT jack 

(component, composite and unbalanced audio x2ch with 
the supplied cables) 

HDV/DV input/output  i.LINK interface (IEEE 1394, 4-pin) 
XLR audio input  XLR 3-pin female x 2ch 
Headphone  Stereo mini jack (ø3.5mm) 
LANC  Stereo mini-mini jack (ø2.5mm) 
Digital video output  HDMI connector 
Built-in output devices 
LCD view finder  0.45 inch-type (Viewable area measured diagonally), 

approx. 1226k dots, 16:9 aspect ratio 
LCD monitor  3.2 inch-type (Viewable area measured diagonally), 

XtraFine LCD, approx. 921k dots, hybrid type, 16:9 
aspect ratio 

General 
Mass  Approx. 2.2kg (w/o tape, battery) 
Dimension (W x H x D) 169 x 188 x 451mm (with lens hood, microphone and 
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large eye cup) 
Power requirements  DC 7.2V (battery pack), DC 8.4V (AC adaptor) 

Power consumption 
HDV Approx. 7.1W (with ECM-XM1/ LCD viewfinder ON) 
DVCAM/DV  Approx. 6.8W (with ECM-XM1/ LCD viewfinder ON) 

Battery operating time 
HDV 395min (NP-970) 
DVCAM/DV  415min (NP-970) 

Operating temperature  0  to 40℃ ℃ 
Storage temperature  -20  to 60℃ ℃ 
Supplied accessories   AC-VQ 1050 AC adaptor/charger,  

NP-F570 infoLITHIUM rechargeable battery pack, 
A/V multi-connecting cable, 
Component A/V cable, 
Lens hood with lens cover, 
Lithium battery (CR2025), 
Shoe adaptor, 
Large size eye-cup, 
RMT-831 wireless Remote Commander, 
ECM-XM1 monaural electret condenser microphone, 
Operating instructions (CD-ROM),  
Printed operating instructions  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


